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Evebt work written by M. Duruy bears the stamp of his peculiar genius. His knowledge of
history was immense. But above all in marvellous degree he possessed the faculty, when
confronted by a mass of facts, of recognizing the important and essential, and of presenting it
in vivid and not easily forgotten language. What sense of perspective is to the artist, that such
ability to appreciate and compare is to the real historian. Some histories resemble monotonous
plains, which never do more than undulate, where the hills are never high and the valleys are
never profound. M. Duruy grasps the great ideas, the great events, the great achievements of
the past, and plants them upon his pages like mountain peaks. His narration is like a military
parade, each captain stepping out in front of his troop. This fact not only adds interest and
charm to his writings, but enhances their value. It furthermore guarantees that the worth of the
present volume cannot be measured by its size. This book begins with the emergence of man
from the cradle of the river basins in most remote antiquity. It traces the development of
civilization in the Chinese, I ndian, Egyptian, A ssyrian, Phoenician, Hebrew, and Persian
monarchies. It brings to light whatever was best and most memorable in those distant societies,
as well as their weaknesses and the causes of their decline. It sets forth the religions of
Confucius, Brahma, Buddha, and Zoroaster, all, however impartially portrayed, paling before
the unapproached moral greatness of that Hebrew code which was confirmed by Jehovah from
Sinai. The larger portion of the book is devoted to the two preeminent nations of the past, To
the glory that was Greece, And the grandeur that was Rome.(Typographical errors above are
due to OCR software and dont occur in the book.)About the Publisher Forgotten Books is a
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The Greek and Roman world poured an astonishing amount of its surplus into expensive
monuments and elaborate Asian and Middle Eastern History: BCE to CE Classics in
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All are verry like the Ancient History of the East: History of the Greeks; History of the
Romans (Classic Reprint) book Our boy friend Madeline Black place his collection of book to
me. Maybe you interest a book, visitor should not post this file at my site, all of file of pdf in
taospaintings.com placed at therd party blog. If you like full copy of a book, visitor can buy
this hard copy in book store, but if you want a preview, this is a web you find. Happy
download Ancient History of the East: History of the Greeks; History of the Romans (Classic
Reprint) for free!
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